For each of the following multiple choice questions, write the letter that corresponds with the best answer provided.

1. 哥
   A. according to, in accordance with, to shine, to illumine, to reflect, photograph
   B. slice, splinter, strip, piece, KangXi radical number 91
   C. elder brother
   D. she, her

2. 子
   A. that, that one, those, then, in that case
   B. slice, splinter, strip, piece, KangXi radical number 91
   C. son, child, seed, egg, child, small thing, noun suffix (zi5), midnight, Kangxi radical number 39, 1st terrestrial branch,
   D. elder brother

3. 这
   A. elder sister, young lady
   B. female, woman, feminine, Kangxi radical number 38
   C. this, these, such, here, the
   D. child, baby, kid, children

4. 妈
   A. mother, mom, mommy
   B. slice, splinter, strip, piece, KangXi radical number 91
   C. female, woman, feminine, Kangxi radical number 38
   D. who, whom, whose, whoever

5. 中
   A. this, these, such, here, the
   B. central, center, middle, in the midst of, hit (target), attain, within, among, while (doing something), during, China, Chinese
   C. mother, mom, mommy
   D. female, woman, feminine, Kangxi radical number 38

6. 儿
   A. son, KangXi radical 10
   B. big, huge, large, major, great, wide, vast, deep, oldest, eldest, Kangxi radical number 37
   C. father, dad, pa, papa
   D. child, baby, kid, children

7. 高
   A. high, tall, lofty, elevated, Kangxi radical 189
   B. son, KangXi radical 10
   C. none, have not, not, to sink, to submerge, to overflow, to disappear, to go into oblivion, exhausted, eliminated, finished, completed, to take property away from another, to confiscate, to die, dead
   D. language, culture, writing, formal, literature, gentle, Kangxi radical number 67

8. 他
   A. big, huge, large, major, great, wide, vast, deep, oldest, eldest, Kangxi radical number 37
   B. this, these, such, here, the
   C. she, her
   D. him, he, other, another

9. 没
   A. slice, splinter, strip, piece, KangXi radical number 91
   B. child, baby, kid, children
   C. none, have not, not, to sink, to submerge, to overflow, to disappear, to go into oblivion, exhausted, eliminated, finished, completed, to take property away from another, to confiscate, to die, dead
   D. elder brother
10. 有
A. to have, there is, there are, to exist, to be, to own, to possess
B. son, KangXi radical 10
C. male, a man, a boy, a son
D. child, baby, kid, children

11. 男
A. younger sister
B. male, a man, a boy, a son
C. language, culture, writing, formal, literature, gentle, Kangxi radical number 67
D. who, whom, whose, whoever

12. 的
A. none, have not, to sink, to submerge, to overflow, to disappear, to go into oblivion, exhausted, eliminated, finished, completed, to take property away from another, to confiscate, to die, dead
B. central, center, middle, in the midst of, hit (target), attain, within, among, while (doing something), during, China, Chinese
C. of, aim, goal, possessive particle, -self suffix
D. son, child, seed, egg, child, small thing, noun suffix (zi5), midnight, Kangxi radical number 39, 1st terrestrial branch

13. 孩
A. elder sister, young lady
B. child, baby, kid, children
C. big, huge, large, major, great, wide, vast, deep, oldest, eldest, Kangxi radical number 37
D. son, Kangxi radical 10

14. 姐
A. elder sister, young lady
B. younger brother, junior male
C. of, aim, goal, possessive particle, -self suffix
D. son, Kangxi radical 10

15. 谁
A. slice, splinter, strip, piece, Kangxi radical number 91
B. who, whom, whose, whoever
C. son, Kangxi radical 10
D. she, her

16. 文
A. language, culture, writing, formal, literature, gentle, Kangxi radical number 67
B. of, aim, goal, possessive particle, -self suffix
C. big, huge, large, major, great, wide, vast, deep, oldest, eldest, Kangxi radical number 37
D. father, dad, pa, papa

17. 那
A. that, that one, those, then, in that case
B. younger sister
C. father, dad, pa, papa
D. high, tall, lofty, elevated, Kangxi radical 189

18. 女
A. that, that one, those, then, in that case
B. elder sister, young lady
C. son, Kangxi radical 10
D. female, woman, feminine, Kangxi radical number 38
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_ 19. 片
A. younger brother,junior male
B. slice,splinter,strip,piece,KangXi radical number 91
C. none,have not,not,to sink,to submerge,to overflow,to disappear,to go into oblivion,exhausted,eliminated,finished,completed,to take property away from another,to confiscate,to die,dead
D. female,woman,feminine,Kangxi radical number 38

_ 20. 爸
A. father,dad,pa,papa
B. son,child,seed,egg,child,small thing,noun suffix(zi5), midnight,Kangxi radical number 39,1st terrestrial branch,
C. him,he,other,another
D. she,her

_ 21. 个
A. younger brother,junior male
B. younger sister
C. individual,(measure word),this,that,piece,single
D. him,he,other,another

_ 22. 弟
A. that, that one, those, then, in that case
B. to have,there is,there are,to exist,to be,to own, to possess
C. younger brother,junior male
D. elder brother

_ 23. 照
A. elder sister,young lady
B. according to,in accordance with,to shine,to illumine,to reflect,photograph
C. of,aim,goal,possessive particle,-self suffix
D. younger sister

_ 24. 大
A. of,aim,goal,possessive particle,-self suffix
B. younger sister
C. big,huge,large,major,wide,vast,deep,oldest,eldest, Kangxi radical number 37
D. male,a man,a boy, a son

_ 25. 妹
A. this,these,such,here,the
B. younger sister
C. female,woman,feminine,Kangxi radical number 38
D. she,her

_ 26. 她
A. son, KangXi radical 10
B. father,dad,pa,papa
C. child,baby,kid,children
D. she,her